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OURLEADERSHIP
In 2010 the Whole of Hockey (WOH) Plan was
created to establish a platform that would take
the sport of hockey forward, both domestically
and on the world stage. The WOH plan was
developed as an all-of-sport strategy that would
involve every level of hockey in New Zealand.
The WOH plan was successful because it
engaged each region, association and each part
of hockey across New Zealand.
The 2020 Strategy looks to capitalise on the
gains made through the WOH plan and the
strengths of the all-of-sport approach, with
the new strategy looking to deliver increased
participation, medals on the world stage, and
a self-sustaining business model. The 2020
Strategy looks to also capitalise on the key point
of difference for hockey; People. The success
of previous strategies and the key to the 2020
Strategy is the people who are central to the
sport of hockey. The 2020 Strategy looks to build
on the all-of-sport approach that has been so
successful previously, with a sharpened focus
that will deliver world leading outcomes.
The 2020 Strategy has the vision ‘To be
the World’s Best Hockey Nation’. Although
unashamedly ambitious, the vision picks up the
key element of the WOH plan, targeting each
area of Hockey New Zealand to measure the
success of the strategy. From high performance
and the Black Sticks winning medals, to
community growth, fan engagement and a
position of self-sustainability. The success of
the 2020 Strategy will occur because of the
engagement of all sectors of Hockey New
Zealand, coming together to contribute to the
overall vision. With the Black Sticks providing
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the inspiration, community growth delivering the
platform, leading business practices and broad
community engagement ensuring sustainability,
the 2020 Strategy looks to take Hockey New
Zealand to a unique national hockey model.
The purpose of Hockey New Zealand is ‘To
Provice New Zealanders Access to High Quality
Hockey Experiences’. Hockey New Zealand will
continue to lead and support the sport; however
the 2020 Strategy will only be achieved through
the engagement of the people who are part of
hockey in New Zealand.
We have identified four key objectives that form
the framework of our strategic plan initiatives:
•
•
•
•

GROW THE HOCKEY COMMUNITY
DELIVER WORLD CLASS EVENTS
WIN ON THE WORLD STAGE
STRENGTHEN THE BUSINESS

These key objectives, although separate and
individual, are very much interdependent with
each only achievable when the collective
objectives are achieved. Similarly, Hockey New
Zealand’s vision will be achieved when each key
objective has been delivered.
Hockey has a strong base in New Zealand, which
exists because of the important role that regions
and associations play in developing the game
across every level in New Zealand. The strength
of the national regions and associations will
remain critical to the ongoing success of Hockey
New Zealand and the ability to deliver the 2020
Strategy.

OUR2020 STRATEGY

OUREVOLUTION
In 2010 we developed the ‘Whole of Hockey’ Plan,
which has been used as the guiding document
to develop subsequent strategic, business and
annual plans. Hockey in New Zealand has
achieved some notable successes over the past
five years through this plan and we have evolved
the thinking and approaches which has brought
us to the start of the next phase – Hockey New
Zealand’s 2020 Strategy.
The key elements of the new 2020 Strategy is
a focusing and stretching of operational targets
with a view toward creating a unique model in
world hockey that capitalises on the strengths
of New Zealand. With a people-centered
approach and objectives in high performance,
community, events and the business of hockey
in New Zealand, the 2020 Strategy has been
developed so that hockey can take the next step
in its evolution. The 2020 Strategy has been
established using interdependence across each
area of Hockey New Zealand, and asks that all
sectors of the sport contribute to the success of
the strategy.
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OUREVOLUTION

OUREVOLUTION
2010 - 2015

OUR2020 STRATEGY
Vision: To be the World’s Best Hockey Nation
Purpose: To Provide New Zealanders Access to High Quality Hockey Experiences

PURPOSE
Hockey for All
Hooked for Life

Win on the
World Stage

To advance the sport of Hockey, for all to enjoy for life.
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Build the Hockey
Community

World Class High
Performance
Programme

Present Spectacular
Events & Competitions

GROW

Competitive
strategies

WIN

EXPERIENCE

Deliver
World Class
Events

People
Centered
Strengthen
the Business
Grow
the Hockey
Community

Enabling
strategies
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CREATE VALUE

05

STRENGTHEN

Commercialise Hockey

Strong Leadership & Organisation
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OURVISION

OURFRAMEWORK
Vision: To be the World’s Best Hockey Nation
Purpose: To Provide New Zealanders Access to High Quality Hockey Experiences

We understand that
to be the world’s best
means that we must
focus on our strengths;
Our people and what
it is to be a New
Zealander. We will
benchmark ourselves
against the performance
of other nations.

Win on the
World Stage

TO BE THE
WORLD’S
BEST HOCKEY
NATION

Deliver
World Class
Events

People
Centered
Strengthen
the Business
Grow
the Hockey
Community

There are many facets
that make up a hockey
nation which includes:
growing community
participation, delivering
world class events,
winning on the world
stage, and building the
business operations.
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OURFRAMEWORK
We have developed four key objectives to guide
us into 2020 as the World’s Best Hockey Nation.

Win on the
World Stage

Strengthen
the Business

Deliver
World Class
Events

Grow
the Hockey
Community
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Hockey offers people of all ages,
ethnicities, abilities and gender to
participate as players, coaches, umpires
and volunteers. To grow participation,
we will work with our partners to develop
and deliver commercially viable national
programmes to capture the needs of the
participant.

It is through events that we are truly
able to engage with the whole of our
sport. We will work with our partners
to develop and deliver commercially
viable events that provide great event
experiences.

Ultimately sport is about competing
and winning. Any measure of Hockey
New Zealand’s success will be led
by the performance of the national
teams. The Black Sticks winning major
international competition will lead the
profile of Hockey in New Zealand and
drive the broader success of the 2020
strategy.

The business of sport involves sound
governance, effective strategy, highly
capable people and strong commercial
partners. We acknowledge the need to
effectively manage our sport as a business,
to adopt best practice processes and
to undertake commercial initiatives that
delivers long term value at all levels.
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OURGOALS

OURGOALS

Our overarching vision is ‘To be the World’s Best Hockey
Nation’ and we have identified 21 goals that will ensure we
achieve that over the next four years. These 21 goals fall
under our four key objectives.

Deliver
sustainable
national
branded
participation
programmes

Establish a
strong base
of world class
athletes

Strengthen
capability
throughout
Whole of
Sport

Strengthen
delivery
structure
Develop
sustainable and
fluent national
programmes
Grow the
depth of
our talent
development
system

Expose
athletes and
coaches to
high quality
competitions

Attract,
develop and
retain world
class people

Strengthen our
understanding and
grow participation
in all communities
under an inclusive
framework

Value and
Strengthen our
volunteer
base

Grow
The Hockey
Community

Increase hockey
foundation
endowment fund

Win on the
World Stage
Develop and
implement human
resource and health &
safety processes and
practices
Implement
world class
technologies to
create enhanced
spectator
experiences at our
events

Implement world
class financial
technologies,
processes and
practices

Deliver a
quality
domestic
competition

Create a
suite of
events that
are big, loud
and bold

Strengthen
governance
practices and
processes

Deliver an
integrated
facilities and
event
strategy

Deliver
World Class
Events
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Create a strong
and vibrant
hockey member/
fanbase

Build long-term
partnerships
that will increase
commercial/
funding revenue

Improve
the national
ranking of the
Black Sticks
brand

Strengthen
The Business
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OUROUTCOMES - 2020

OUROUTCOMES - 2020

To ensure that we know when we have reached our
2020 outcomes it is critical to put the right outcomes and
measures in place. For each of our four objectives and 21
goals we have developed measurable outcomes.

100% of
Associations
delivering
coaching
workshops

National teams
achieve two
medals at the
Tokyo Olympics

12 new turfs
built throughout
NZ (91 in total)

200,000
participants from all
communities
(100,000 members
and 100,000
participants)

National competitions
that develop and
retain a pool of more
than 40 athletes
capable of national
selection

National
teams attain/
retain top 4
world ranking

200,000+
playing
Hockey

4% growth
in engaged
coaches
per annum

Professional coaching
pathway – pool of
identified future
national coaches

3% growth
in engaged
umpires per
annum

Grow
The Hockey
Community

BS centralised
training base
established, and
functioning, delivering
a world class HP
training centre

Win on the
World Stage

Increase
funding and
commercial
revenue by
$2.0m
HNZ
partners/
funders rate
the strength
of the
relationship
10 out of 10

Host a HNZ
owned world
class event
annually

Implement the
Whole of Hockey
facilities strategy
and build 12 new
turfs throughout
New Zealand

Host an FIH
event every
two years

Deliver a
world class
domestic
competition

Black Sticks
brand is ranked
in the top four
of NZ sport
brands

Achieve
tertiary ACC
accreditation

Achieve
“world class”
rating in ODT
assessment
across all
sectors

Deliver
World Class
Events
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Increase
hockey
foundation
endowment
fund to
$2.5m

100% uptake
of One Sport
database by
HNZ, regions,
associations,
clubs and
schools

200,000 fans/
members
engaged via
an automated
data driven
CRM
database

Strengthen
The Business
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